GROW: Girls Reshaping Our World
The girl scouts association of Taiwan
successfully conducted a fair at Hushan
Park on Sunday 19th February to celebrate
world thinking day 2017.
The annual event was commemorated
under the universal theme “GROW,” and
was further elaborated by the Girl scouts of
Taiwan to state; Girls Reshaping Our
World.
Huashan park was a sea of blue as the girl scouts were decked
in full uniform, armed and ready to take on the day. For the first
time, the event was organized and conducted by the young
leaders and saw many different branches throughout Taiwan
coming together to make the event and overall success.
The fair comprised different components that captured the
attention of many onlookers and
in so doing was able to show
why the association is among the longest serving nonprofit
organizations not only in Taiwan but worldwide.
The girl scouts proudly depicted this year’s theme as they
engaged in various activities geared at not only publicizing the
association but showing Girl Power! Some of the activities
include:
Generation Talk: Wisdom is only valuable when it can be
handed down from one generation to the next. A generation talk
was conducted where senior girl scouts passed down the wisdom
that they would have gathered throughout the years to the
younger girl scouts who were more than willing to soak up their
knowledge.
Cookie sale: Girl scouts are universally known for their delicious
cookies. This year the association collaborated with Joy & Hope Wheat cookie company (喜願共
和國) to the produce cookies; after which the girls took to the streets in true girls scout fashion to
sell the cookies to eager buyers.

Treasure hunt: Participants were engaged in a hunt for different clues leading to answers that
would provide information about the association.
Free being me: The free being me platform was created so that the girls can display their
confidence as well as to show that there is much more to the association than just camping. The
girls used this opportunity to model and to share various
slogans that they created.
The day climaxed with a concert which allowed the girls to
showcase their talent. Senior girl scouts also took to the
stage and were able to capture the undivided attention of
the audience including onlookers at the Huashan Market
square.
All in all, World Thinking Day 2017 was an enormous success for the girls in Taiwan. They
came, they saw, they conquered and they are well on their way to reshaping their world.

